OPJH 2019 HoN tournament scenario 2

The race for the embarcadero
The nearby embarcadero is of strategic importance. Capture it before the enemy does.
Hold at all costs until relieved. Move out at once!!!
RECRUITMENT
Each army has 250 points available.
A maximum of only 4 orders can be used per turn regardless if the chosen order of battle provides
more than 4 orders. If orders are lost, any spare ones left in the amy can be used
to meet the maximum of 4 orders.
INITIATIVE, ENTRY and DURATION of the game
Both players roll a die twice. Highest score wins.
First roll for choice of side : AXIS or ALLIES.
Second roll for either
first INITIATIVE or the preferred ENTRANCE POINT which is either road square with an arrow.
If the player with the highest roll has chosen INITIATIVE, then the other player
deploys either North or South leaving the vacant entrance point for the die roll winner.
If the player with the highest roll chooses an ENTRANCE POINT, then the other player deploys in the
vacant entrance point and starts the game with initiative.
Starting on the chosen road square, units enter the map
in the Activation phase with an Order
or without Order during the Supply phase.
The game lasts for 6 turns.
SPECIAL RULES
The “Scout” ability may NOT be used
since both sides are rushing towards the embarcadero with their units all bunched up.
Units with the “Indirect fire” ability take a while longer to arrive though,
hence these do NOT enter the map before the Supply phase of TURN 2.
“Bogged Down” Vehicles.
The troops have been ordered to advance immediately. Unable to wait for better weather they are now
forced to make way in a torrential rainstorm that has turned the terrain into a quagmire.
If vehicles try to move on terrain other than the road squares clearly marked with red dots,
the cost of movement becomes 2 per square.
During any turn, the first time a vehicle drives into an off road square during movement, check if it gets
stuck in the bog or not..
On a result of 1 to 3, the vehicle is “Bogged Down”, stops moving and gets a “Suppressed” marker.
On a result of 4 to 6, the vehicle ploughs through the mud and may complete its movement.
Houses cannot be destroyed but holes can be made in their walls.
To control an Objective in a building, a player must be the only one to have at least one friendly unit
in that building. The objective marker is turned with the controlling side's symbol facing up. Control is
kept even if the Objective is left unattended, as long as no enemy unit fulfills the conditions to take
control.
VICTORY CONDITIONS
Both red Objectives are worth 2 points, the yellow Objectives yield 1 point each.
The player with the highest Objectives VP score at the end of turn 6 is the winner.
In case of a tie, victory goes to the side with the most VP
gained from eliminated enemy units.

